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"Gripping…A superb reference for boomers dealing with their parents' last days…as well for
health-care experts who have to hear this tale from the other aspect."--Kirkus ReviewsWith
advances in medicine, technology, and daily food diet and exercise practices, Us citizens are
living longer than ever before. Kiernan shows how individuals and family members can regain
control of the dying procedure, creating familial intimacy like nothing you've seen prior.In Last
Rights, award-winning journalist Stephen P. Instead, many of us find that our doctor provides
minimal trained in providing end-of-life care, and will seek to increase life regardless of how
painful, costly and futile that effort might be. We have an unprecedented chance of
meaningful closure – free from pain, among loved ones, with our affairs to be able and spiritual
relaxed attained. Bolstered by both scientific analysis and intimate portraits of people from all
walks of existence, Last Rights offers a hopeful, profound eyesight for sufferers, doctors, and
families: a way to honor people throughout their most significant vulnerability, a opportunity
for family members to reconnect, a chance for the medical program to treat patients with best
respect, a time to provide convenience and compassion to those we most like.
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Gotta' read this one. You've gotta' read that one. Seriously. It may be one of the most
important things you ever perform both for yourself and for all those whom you like. Mr.
Highly suggested... Works with bereavement as well.Stephen P. After that, it had been
donated to Hope Hospice for others to read and enjoy. Highly recommended. A map to the
confusing landscape of America's romantic relationship to loss of life, especially within
medicine. Last Rights This is a "Must Go through" for everyone!I actually gained many insights
out of this book, like the following: How exactly to tell if you are dying, that you will be
permitted to "Just say Zero" to any medical procedure, under what situations it's a good idea
to just say NO. When I started researching my own book, "Last Rights" gave me a synopsis and
helped me understand how "lifesaving" fresh medical technology distorted our hopes, wishes
and fantasies by the end of existence, creating moral dilemmas for which neither we nor our
doctors have any meaningful vocabulary. As an R.N with 32 years experience (12 yrs critical
treatment & 7 yrs In-Patient Hospice) it is my privilege to endorse this reserve. It's ought to be
on the required reading list at every organization of learning and copies should be sent out
through the mail correct combined with the Penny Savers and Clearinghouse Sweepstake
mailings. Kiernan has obviously and accurately documented exactly what is a truth that may
ultimately affect every one of us. This is a goal which is definitely attainable but I could assure
you that your chances of experiencing this aren't good in any of today's contemporary acute
care hospitals or assisted living facilities.. He has not embellished, exaggerated or dramatized
any detail of his book. Mostly, death is challenging and ugly. In both scope and depth Mr. last
things. Excellant book. All doctors can manage the care of an acutely ill person but just a few
physicians are qualified to manage your care in case you are dying because the vast majority
of physicians do not recognize or they won't accept that there is a difference. Make sure you
read this book. That is an absolutely amazing book that each American should examine.N.Barb
Lyons, R. Must read for families Very important publication. UCC. This prompted a sit back with
my brother and parents to discuss end of life issues. A mix of stories, a few of which produced
me tear up, and factual, technical info on how doctors and hospitals treat the end of existence
and what the alternatives are. Hospice care may be the only option and that's primarily
because hospice isn't a location but a philosophy of care. The author has a romantic
perspective that even with pain, disability and decline, that the last days of life could be
beautiful... Powerful Powerful book. WE ARE ALL going to be there someday, therefore being
educated on the subject. Businesses who afford health care for employees must browse this
book There is a great human risk and a huge financial cost to ignoring Kiernan's well-
researched, articulate message. We should engage our families, friends and co-workers in this
discussion about death; we should honor choices made before the end can be upon us.
Palliative end of life care options will be the right things to do. most people of mature years
are loathe to think about what their last weeks or months will tend to be like. Companies pay
the bulk of medical care costs without say in what's getting paid for or why. Spending
deliberate attention to what we purchase in our health care system by the end of lifestyle puts
the debate squarely back again course - humane, conscientious treatment that could save
billions. Although this might be accurate in a handful of cases, by and large I strongly disagree.
It contained therefore many good suggestions that people were able to do something about.
It helped people cope with our reduction, both before and after the actual death.I would
recommend this book HIGHLY in case you are facing a similar situation. The constant focus is
on Quality of life and comfort and ease during one's last times, just what my father wanted!
Very reassuring! (There are constantly exceptions). It isn't beautiful when pain is intractable



(which could happen despite what this author and others like Ira Byock assure you -- although
I really do respect that they are seriously interested in palliative care and can do their greatest
to relieve pain and often however, not always succeed).. Get this to book needed reading for
all companies hoping to accomplish right by their employees and their own families - if they
would like to continue offering the power. This book puts several problems in perspective,
and I would place it in the category of "required reading" for everyone over fifty. The writer has
rich connection with dealing with individuals who either were reasonably well prepared for his
or her last days, or were not ready at all. This book can help place you in the proper category.
Kiernan has spoken the truth.. Sentimental and disorganized One star is perhaps too low
because there are some good stuff in this book, but overall I dislike it. We're ALL likely to be
there someday . VERY HELPFUL This book was just what was needed to reassure our family
that our decision for Hospice care was the right course for our elderly parent's end of life.
There isn't normally any "beautiful death", only a "least worst death. Five Stars An excellent
book on a significant topic-a thorough introduction to important end of life arranging. It's not
beautiful when people gradually become weaker and weaker over weeks.. May shock you.
Every human being deserves to die in peace (spiritual and emotional) and clear of pain. Yes,
people still look after each other and should do their best in these circumstances, but let's not
pretty up the truth." It isn't beautiful when folks are confused with terminal delirium and are
frightened beyond consolation or belligerent. Excellant reserve. Bought extra copies for
colleagues. It's not beautiful either when as this author recommends people are drugged from
their discomfort into unconsciousness even if that's better. Marti Smith, Hospice Chaplain.
Essential read.both for yourself and for all your family members. Last Rights book Got this for
a pal before they passed away. Kiernan, I salute you!
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